ELEVATING ALL PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOLS ACROSS PULASKI COUNTY

SUCCESS
All students graduate from academies college ready AND career ready AND prepared to be life-long learners.

ALL MEANS ALL
All students in every public high school across the four districts will experience and benefit from the academies at no additional cost.

CUSTOM FIT
Small learning communities ensure every student is known and provided a tailor-made experience.

CHOICES
Students are prepared and given opportunities to choose a learning experience that interests them.

SUPPORT
Teachers are supported and given a voice through small learning communities and business partners.

STUDENT EXPERIENCE
Students still take all their core academics, as well as have the opportunity to take AP classes and participate in extracurricular activities.

RELEVANCE
Businesses form lasting partnerships with aligned schools for student success.

Learn more about how to enroll your student in an innovative learning environment.

AcademiesOfCentralArkansas.org